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1. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider the dynamical system defined by the following equation:
x +V$(x)=0 (1.1)
where x # RN, V # C2(RN, R) and V$ denotes the gradient of V.
We assume that V$ is asymptotically linear, i.e.
V"(x)  A for |x|   (1.2)
where V"(x) denotes the Hessian matrix of V at x and A is a symmetric
square matrix.
We are interested to estimate the number n(T ) of T-periodic solutions of
(1.1) as T  . To this aim we introduce a number 3 which depends only
on the critical points zi of the potential V. More precisely 3 depends on the
positive eigenvalues of the matrices V"(zi) (the exact definition of 3 is
given by the (2.5)). The main result of this paper is the following estimate
(Theorems 2.3 and 2.4):
n(T ) 123T&M for T large enough (1.3)
where M is a constant which will be computed explicitly.
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To give the feeling of the meaning of 3 and in order to show that (at
least in some cases) the estimate (1.3) cannot be improved, we consider a
simple case in which some computations can be carried out. Consider the
equation (1.1) in one dimension (i.e. x # R) and assume that:
V(x)=|2 - 1+x2, |{0
In this case (2.5) gives 3=|?. Moreover it can be shown that all the
solutions of (1.1) are periodic and for any _>2?| there is exactly one
solution having minimal period _.
Hence, for every T>2?| the solutions having period T are the ones
whose minimal period is Tk with k # N+ and Tk>2?|. Thus we have
n(T )=* {k # N+ } Tk>
2?
| =
=* {k # N+ | k<|T2? =

|T
2?
&1=
1
2
3T&1
An intermediate step for proving (1.3) (cf. Theorem 2.3) is Theorem 4.1.
This theorem provides a lower bound to the number of the T-periodic solu-
tions of (1.1) by the Morse indices of the constant solutions zi of (1.1)
regarded as critical points of the action functional (3.14) in the space of the
T-periodic functions. Theorem 4.1 reduces to a result of Amann and
Zehnder when V has only one critical point (see [1]).
Finally we recall that in Theorem 2.3 A is assumed to be invertible and
in Theorem 2.4 A=0. In the latter case a suitable penalization technique
has been used to overcome the difficulties arising from the lack of compact-
ness of the action functional.
2. THE RESULTS
First we recall some definitions (see [4, 9, 10]).
Definition 2.1. A T-periodic solution x of (1.1) is called T-resonant if
the linearized equation
v +V"(x) v=0
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has a T-periodic solution different from x* . We say that (1.1) is T-resonant
at  if the linearized equation at 
v +A v=0
has a T-periodic solution different from 0.
We assume that
V has a finite number of critical points z1 , ..., zn
and that they are non degenerate (i.e. V"(zi) is invertible) (2.1)
Definition 2.2. For any critical point z of V, we consider the positive
eigenvalues (repeated according to their multiplicity) of V"(z), which will
be denoted by |21 , ..., |
2
l . The number
{(z)=
1
?
:
l
j=1
|j
is called twist number of z. Moreover the twist number of  is defined by
{()=
1
?
:
l ()
j=1
|j
where l () is the number of the positive eigenvalues (repeated according
to their multiplicity) |21 , ..., |
2
l () of A . The critical point z is called
{-positive (respectively {-negative) if l is even (respectively odd). On the
contrary ‘‘the virtual critical point’’  is called {-negative (respectively
{-positive) if l () is even (respectively odd).
Next we want to introduce the global twist 3 of the dynamical system
defined by (1.1).
We denote by k1 (resp. k2) the number of the {-positive (resp. {-negative)
critical points of V.
First we assume that A is invertible. In this case it is possible to show
that (see Proposition 3.9)
k1&k2=(&1)l () (2.2)
Thus, if we consider  as a ‘‘virtual critical point’’, we have that the
number of {-positive critical points equals the number of {-negative critical
points; this number will be denoted by k (so that k=(k1+k2+1)2). We
denote by x1 , ..., xk the {-positive critical points (may be including )
ordered in such a way that
{(x1) } } } {(xk) (2.3)
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Moreover we denote by y1 , ..., yk the {-negative critical points (may be
including ) ordered in such a way that
{( y1) } } } {( yk) (2.4)
We can define the global twist number of the system (1.1) in the following
way:
3= :
k
i=1
|{(xi)&{( yi)| (2.5)
Now we can state the first result of this paper.
Theorem 2.3. Assume that the dynamical system (1.1) satisfies (1.2),
(2.1) and that
it is not T-resonant at  (2.6)
all the T-periodic solutions of (1.1) are not T-resonant (2.7)
(see Definition 2.1). Then, for T sufficiently large,
n(T ) 123T&k (N+
1
2)+
1
2
where n(T ) is the number of the non-constant T-periodic solutions and 3 is
the global twist number (2.5).
The (2.7) is a technical assumption which implies that the T-periodic
solutions correspond to nondegenerate critical points of the action func-
tional (3.14).
This assumption could be avoided using a Morse theory for degenerate
critical points and introducing the notion of multiplicity of a solution as
e.g. in [6]; but this leads to some technicalities which here we prefer to
avoid in order to make more transparent the proofs. The (2.7) can be made
more explicit for the constant T-periodic solutions, namely the critical
points z1 , ..., zn of the potential V. In fact it is easy to see that the constant
solutions are not T resonant iff
k2 \2?T +
2
&+i, j {0, k # N, i=1, ..., n, j=1, ..., N (2.8)
where +i, j denote the jth eigenvalue of V"(zi). Hence the (2.7) is satisfied
for generic V and T.
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The (2.6) is more interesting. It is verified iff
k2 \2?T +
2
&+, j {0, k # N, i=1, ..., n, j=1, ..., N (2.9)
where +, j denotes the j th eigenvalue of A ; thus it implies that +, j {0
for j=1, ..., N, then A is invertible. Vice versa when A is invertible the
(1.1) is not T resonant at  for T{(2?k)- +, j ( j=1, ..., N, k # N).
From a technical point of view (2.6) implies that the action functional
(3.14) satisfies the Palais-Smale compactness condition (cf. Definition 3.2).
Nevertheless periodic solutions may exist even if the Palais-Smale condi-
tion is not satisfied as it is proven in [5]. In this paper we confine ourselves
to a particular case in which A is singular, namely the case in which
A=0; this case seems to be interesting since it covers potentials V which
at infinity behaves as 1|x|. Before stating a result analogous to
Theorem 2.3 in cases in which (2.6) does not hold, we need to introduce
the global twist number 3 when A is singular.
If A is singular (2.2) does not hold in general and k1&k2 might be any
number. We introduce h=|k1&k2 | ‘‘virtual critical points’’ having twist
number zero. They are considered {-positive if k1<k2 and {-negative if
k1>k2 . Thus, if we consider also the virtual critical points, the number k
of {-positive critical points is equal to the number of {-negative critical
points and k=max(k1 , k2).
We denote by x1 , ..., xk the {-positive critical points ordered in such a
way that
{(x1) } } } {(xk) (2.10)
Moreover we denote by y1 , ..., yk the {-negative critical points ordered in
such a way that
{( y1) } } } {( yk) (2.11)
Then the global twist number 3 of the system (1.1) is defined as in (2.5).
The following result holds:
Theorem 2.4. Assume that the dynamical system (1.1) satisfies (1.2),
(2.1), (2.7) and that A=0. Moreover assume that
V, V$ are bounded (2.12)
Then, for T sufficiently large
n(T) 123T&k(N+1)
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3. SOME FACTS ABOUT MORSE THEORY
In this section we shortly review some basic facts on Morse theory (see
e.g. [3, 8 or 12]).
Definition 3.1. Let E be a real Hilbert space and J a C 2 functional on
E. We denote by crit(J) the set of the critical points of J
crit(J)=[x # E | J$(x)=0]
Now if a<b (b possibly infinite) we set
Jb=[x # E | J(x)b], J ba=[x # E | aJ(x)b]
Definition 3.2; We say that a C 1 functional J on E satisfies the Palais-
Smale condition (P.S.) if any sequence [xn]E s.t. J(xn) is bounded and
J$(xn)  0 contains a convergent subsequence.
From now on we suppose that J is a C2 functional on E which satisfies
the Palais-Smale condition.
The ‘‘Poincare polynomial’’ of the strip J ba is defined as follows
P*(Jb, Ja)= :

q=0
dim Hq(J b, Ja, F) *q
where Hq(Jb, Ja, F) denotes the q th singular relative homology of J b with
respect to Ja with coefficients in some field F. From now on we assume
F=Z2 in order not to have orientability problems.
Definition 3.3. A set K/crit(J ) is called critical set if
v K/J&1(c) for some c # R
v K is isolated i.e. there exists a neighborhood N of K s.t.
N & (crit(J )&K)=<
Definition 3.4. We define the topological Morse index of a critical set
K/J&1(c) as follows
i*(K)= :

q=0
dim Hq(Jc, J c&K) *q
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Let x # crit(J ), the Morse index m(x, J ) of x (for J ) is the cardinal num-
ber (possibly infinite) defined by
m(x, J )=max
V # V
dim(V)
where V is the set of linear subspaces V of E s.t. J"(x)[v, v]<0 for any
v # V, v{0 (J"(x) being the second Fre chet differential of J at x).
Moreover the large Morse index m*(x, j) of x is defined by
m*(x, J )=m(x, J )+dim ker J"(x)
Usually we shall write m(x), m*(x) instead of m(x, J ), m*(x, J ). A critical
point x is called non degenerate if
ker J"(x)=[0]
If x is a non degenerate critical point and m(x) is finite then it is well
known (see e.g. [8 or 4]) that
i*(x)=*m(x) (3.1)
Now we recall some well known facts on critical manifolds and on S1
invariant functionals (see [7, 4 and 12]).
Definition 3.5. A connected manifold K/crit(J ) such that J(K)=c
for some c # R is called a nondegenerate critical manifold if, for any x # K,
J"(x) is nondegenerate in the normal directions to K.
Let K be a nondegenerated critical manifold. Then it can be shown that
it is isolated and that m(x) does not depend on x # K. So it makes sense to
set m(K)=m(x).
The following result extends (3.1) to nondegenerate critical manifolds
[7].
Proposition 3.6. Let K be a nondegenerate critical manifold with m(K)
finite, then
i*(K)=P*(K) } *m(K)
where P*(K) denotes the Poincare polynomial of K.
Now assume that on the Hilbert space E there is the action of the group
S1=RZ. We denote by fix(S 1) the fixed points for the S1 action, i.e. we
set
fix(S1)=[x # E | for any g # S 1 gx=x]
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The functional J is called S 1 invariant if
J(gx)=J(x) for any x # E, g # S1
The following result holds (see Prop. 8.5 in [4]).
Proposition 3.7. If J is S 1 invariant and K is an isolated critical set
with K & fix(S1)=<, then
i*(K)=(1+*) } I*(K) (3.2)
where I*(K) is a polynomial with integer coefficients. When K is a non-
degenerate critical manifold and m(K) is finite, I*(K) reduces to
I*(K)=*m(K) (3.3)
Now we can state the Morse relations.
Theorem 3.8. Assume that J is a C2 functional on an Hilbert space E
and that it satisfies the (P.S.) condition. Let a, b (b possibly infinity) be
two regular values for J (i.e. J$(x){0 if J(x)=a, b). Assume that
crit(J ba)=crit(J ) & J
&1(a, b) consists only of isolated critical sets. Then the
following (Morse) relation holds
:
K/crit(J a
b )
i*(K)=P*(J b, Ja)+(1+*) Q(*) (3.4)
where Q(*) is a formal series with nonnegative integer coefficients. If all the
critical points of J in J ba are non degenerate and have finite Morse index, then
the above formula reads
:
x # crit(J a
b )
*m(x)=P*(J b, Ja)+(1+*) Q(*) (3.5)
Now we assume that on E there is an S 1 action. If J is S 1 invariant and
crit(J ba) & Fix(S
1) consists only of nondegenerate critical points having finite
Morse index, then (3.4) becomes
:
x # crit(J a
b ) & Fix(S1)
*m(x)+(1+*) Z(*)=P*(J b, J a)+(1+*) Q(*) (3.6)
where Z(*) is a formal series with nonnegative integer coefficients. Moreover
if crit(J ba)&Fix(S
1) consists only of nondegenerate critical manifolds having
finite Morse index, then
Z(*)= :
K/crit(J a
b )&Fix(S1)
*m(K) (3.7)
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Proof. (3.4) is nothing else that the classical Morse relations for
degenerate critical points (see [4]); for nondegenerate critical points, by
(3.1), we get the classical Morse relations (3.5).
Now assume that on E there is an S1 action and that J is S1 invariant.
Then clearly we have
:
K/crit(J a
b )
i*(K)= :
K/crit(J a
b ) & Fix(S1)
i*(K)+ :
K/crit(J a
b )&Fix(S1)
i*(K) (3.8)
If crit(J ) & Fix(S 1) consists only of nondegenerate critical points, then
:
K/crit(J a
b ) & Fix(S1)
i*(K)= :
x # crit(J a
b ) & Fix(S1)
*m(x); (3.9)
moreover, by (3.2)
:
K/crit(J a
b )&Fix(S1)
i*(K)=(1+*) :
K/crit(J a
b )&Fix(S1)
I*(K) (3.10)
Then (3.6) easily follows from (3.4), (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), if we set
Z(*)= :
K/crit(J a
b )&Fix(S1)
I*(K) (3.11)
Moreover if crit(J ba)&Fix(S
1) consists only of nondegenerate critical
manifolds then (3.7) follows from (3.11) and (3.3). K
Remark 1. By using (3.7) we can say that, under nondegeneracy
assumptions, the S1 invariant functional J has Z(1) critical manifolds in
Jba& fix(S
1).
Now we can prove (2.2).
Proposition 3.9. If V satisfies (1.2), (2.1) and A is nonsingular, then
(2.2) holds.
Proof. Since A is not singular, standard calculations show that V
satisfies the (P.S.) condition. Moreover V has nondegenerate critical points.
Then we can write the Morse relations (3.5) in which we take J=&V and
b=
:
n
i=1
*m(zi, &V)=P*(RN, &Va)+(1+*) Q(*) (3.12)
where
&Va=[x # RN | &V(x)a]
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If a is small enough it can be shown that (see the proof of Proposition 3.1
of [5])
P*(RN, &Va)=P*(B , B)=*l () (3.13)
where B denotes the unit ball in Rl () (l () being the number positive
eigenvalues of A) and B is its boundary. By (3.12) and (3.13) we
deduce that
:
n
i=1
*m(zi, &V)=*l ()+(1+*) Q(*)
Then, taking *=&1, we get
:
n
i=1
(&1)m(zi, &V)=(&1)l ()
Since m(zi , &V) is equal to the number li of the positive eigenvalues
(repeated according to their multiplicity) of V"(zi), the conclusion easily
follows. K
Now we recall some relation between the twist number and the Morse
index. To this end we recall that the T-periodic solution of (1.1) are the
critical points of the action integral
f (x)=
1
2 |
T
0
|x* | 2 dt&|
T
0
V(x) dt, x # HT (3.14)
where HT=[x # H1 | x(0)=x(T )], H1 being the standard Sobolev space of
curves in RN parametrized in [0, T]. Clearly the critical points zi of V are
critical points of f and we set
m(zi , T)=Morse index of zi as critical point of f in HT (3.15)
Moreover we set
m(, T )=max
S # V
dim S
where V is the set of the subspaces of HT on which L (see (4.2)) is
negative definite.
The following proposition holds:
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Proposition 3.10. Let z be a critical point of V or z= and consider
the positive eigenvalues of V"(z), which will be denoted by |21 , ..., |
2
l . Then
the following equality holds
m(z, T )=l+2 :
l
i=1 _
|iT
2? & (3.16)
Here [|iT2?] denote the maximum integer contained in |iT2?.
The proof of (3.16) is contained in [4].
From (3.16) it is easy to deduce the following relation between the
Morse index and the twist number
Proposition 3.11. Under the assumptions and the notation of the above
proposition m(z, T) is related to the twist number {(z) (see Definition (2.2))
by the following inequalities
T{(z)&Nm(z, T )T{(z)+N (3.17)
Moreover m(z, T ) is even (respectively odd) if l is even (respectively odd).
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Through all this section we shall use the notation introduced in the
preceding sections. We shall prove Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4.
4.1. Proof of Theorem 2.3.
The proof of Theorem 2.3 is based on the following result which relates
the number n(T ) of the nonconstant T-periodic solutions of (1.1) to the
Morse indices of the critical points of the potential V.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 of Section 2
hold. Then, if T is sufficiently large, we have
n(T )
1
2
:
k
i=1
|mi& fi |&
k
2
+
1
2
Where mi=m(xi , T ), fi=m( yi , T ) denote the Morse indices (in the space of
T periodic functions) of the {-positive and {-negative critical points (virtual
or not) of V, ordered as in (2.3), (2.4).
The proof of Theorem 2.3 easily follows from Theorem 4.1 by using
(3.17) and the definition (2.5) of global twist number (see Section 2).
So we are reduced to prove Theorem 4.1.
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From now on, T will denote a period satisfying the nonresonance
assumptions (2.6), (2.7) of Theorem 2.3.
Remember that the nonresonance condition (2.7) of the T-periodic solu-
tions implies that they correspond to nondegenerate critical manifolds of
the action functional (3.14). Moreover (2.6) implies that
Ker(L)=[0] (4.1)
L being the linearized operator at infinity defined by
Lx=x +Ax with T periodicity conditions (4.2)
Now standard arguments (see e.g. [5]) show that under the Assump-
tion (4.1) the action functional (3.14) satisfies the Palais-Smale condition
i.e. any sequence [xn]/HT s.t.
f $(xn)  0 and f (xn) is bounded (4.3)
contains a convergent subsequence. Clearly we can assume (otherwise we
have done) that crit( f ) & f &1(a, ) (a # R) consists only of isolated critical
sets. Then, since the critical points of V are nondegenerate, we can write
the Morse relation for S1-invariant functionals (see (3.6))
:
n
i=1
*m(zi, T )+(1+*) Z(*)=P*(HT , f a)+(1+*) Q(*) (4.4)
where m(zi , T ) (i=1, ..., n) are the Morse indices of the critical points Zi
of V considered as T-periodic solutions of (1.1), a is so small that f (zi)a
(i=1, ..., n) and Z(*), Q(*) are formal series with nonnegative integer coef-
ficients.
If a is sufficiently small it is possible to see that (see the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.1 in [5])
P*(HT , f a)=P*(B , B)=*m() (4.5)
where B denotes the unit ball in Rm() (m() being the number positive
eigenvalues of L) and B is its boundary. From (4.4) and (4.5) we have
:
n
i=1
*m(zi, T )&*m()=(1+*)(Q(*)&Z(*)) (4.6)
Let mi , fi (i=1, ..., k=(n+1)2) denote the Morse indices (in the space
of T-periodic functions) of the {-positive and {-negative critical points
(including ) of V (see Definition 2.2) ordered as in (2.10) and (2.11), and
assume, without loss of generalities, that  is {-negative i.e. l () is even.
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So m()= fj for some j # [1, ..., k]. Then it is easy to see that (4.6) can be
written
:
k
i=1, i{j
*mi+* fi
1+*
+
*mj&*m()
1+*
=B(*), where B(*)=Q(*)&Z(*) (4.7)
Now we set
Q(*)=:
s
qs*s, Z(*)=:
s
zs*s, B(*)=:
s
bs*s (4.8)
where qs , zs are nonnegative integer and bs=qs&zs .
By (3.7) any coefficient zs ‘‘gives rise’’ to at least zs non constant critical
points of f having Morse index s. Then, since qs , zs0, we have
n(T)B& (4.9)
where
B&=& :
bs<0
bs
is the absolute value of the sum of the negative coefficients bs of B(*). So
we are interested to evaluate B&. To this end we set M=[r{j | mr>fr],
F=[s{j | ms<fs] and
C(*)= :
r # M
*mr+* fr
1+*
(4.10)
D(*)= :
s # F
*ms+* fs
1+*
(4.11)
Dividing *mi+* fi (i{j) for 1+*, we obtain
C(*)= :
r # M
:
mr&1
i= fr
cr, i *i and D(*)= :
s # F
:
fs&1
i=ms
ds, i*i (4.12)
where cr, i=1 or &1 if i is odd or even respectively and ds, i=1 or &1 if
i is even or odd respectively. On the other hand
E(*)=
*mj&* fj
1+*
= :
i # G
ei*i (4.13)
where G=[mj&1, ..., fj] ei=(&1) i+1 if mj>m()= fj , and G=
[ fj&1, ..., mj], ei=(&1) i if mj<fj . Clearly E(*)=0 if mj= fj .
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From (4.7), (4.10), (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) we have
B(*)=C(*)+D(*)+E(*)
= :
r # M
:
mr&1
i= fr
cr, i *i+ :
s # F
:
fs&1
i=ms
ds, i*i+ :
i # G
ei*i (4.14)
If we take T sufficiently large, by (2.3), (2.4) and (3.17) we deduce that
m1 } } } mk and f1 } } } fk
Then it is easy to see that C(*) and D(*) cannot ‘‘contain’’ monomials of
the same power. Moreover a straight verification shows that C(*) and E(*)
cannot ‘‘contain’’ monomials having same power and whose coefficients
have opposite signs. The same holds also for D(*) and E(*).
Then, if we denote by C&, D&, E& the absolute values of the sum of the
negative coefficients of respectively C(*), D(*), E(*), we have
B&=C&+D&+E& (4.15)
Finally a straight analysis shows that
C&+D&= :
i{j
|mi& fi |&1
2
= :
i{j
|mi& fi |
2
&
k&1
2
(4.16)
E&=
|mj& fj |
2
(4.17)
the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 follows from (4.9), (4.15), (4.16), (4.17).
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.2
Here we shall prove Theorem 2.4. Then we assume A=0 and that
(2.12) holds i.e. V and V$ are bounded. In this situation the action func-
tional does not satisfies the (P.S.) condition. In fact it can be seen that
any sequence [xn]/RN with |xn |   is a (P.S.) sequence (i.e. f (xn) is
bounded and f $(xn)  0).
Let z1 , ..., zn+ be the critical points of V with nonzero twist number. By
(3.17) we can choose T so large that
m(zi , T )N+1 i=1, ..., n+ (4.18)
Now, in order to overcome the difficulties arising from the lack of the
(P.S.) condition, we shall add to the action functional f (x) a penalizing
term 9R(x) which is ‘‘sensitive’’ when the component of x on
Ker(L)=RN is large. More precisely we denote by P the projection
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operator on RN and define, if R is a positive number, the penalizing term
9R by
9R(x)=(&Px&2&R)4 if &Px&2R
and
9R(x)=0 if &Px&2R, x # HT
So the penalized functional is the following
FR(x)= f (x)+9R(x), x # HT (4.19)
Arguing exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 of [5] the
following proposition can be proved:
Proposition 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 the penalized
functional FR satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. Moreover there exists
M>0 such that for all R>0 and for any critical point y of FR we have
&P=y&M where P=y denotes the component of y on (RN)=
Now it is possible to state a result which gives a control on the Morse
index of the critical points of FR having a large component on RN.
Proposition 4.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.4 there exists
Q>0 (Q independent of R) s.t. if x is a critical point of FR with &Px&2>Q
then
m*(x)=m(x)+dim(KerF"R(x))N
where m(x) denotes the Morse index m(x, FR).
Proof. The proof of this result is contained in [5], so we shall briefly
sketch it here. Let x be a critical point of FR and v # (RN)= then, since 9R
is convex, we have
F"R(x)[v, v]= f "(x)[v, v]+9"R(x)[v, v]f "(x)[v, v]
c1 &v&2&|
T
0
|V"(x)| |v| 2 dtc1 &v&2&\|
T
0
|V"(x)| dt+ |v| 2
&v&2 \c2&c3 |
T
0
|V"(x)| dt+ (4.20)
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where c1 , c2 , c3 are positive constants and |v|  denotes the L norm of
v. Since |V"(x)|  0 as |x|  , by using Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 3.2
in [2], we deduce that there exists Q>0 independent on R s.t.
&Px&2Q O c2&c3 |
T
0
|V"(x)| dt>0 (4.21)
Then, if &Px&2Q and v # (RN)=, v{0, we deduce from (4.20) and (4.21)
that F"R(x)[v, v]>0. From this the conclusion easily follows. K
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.4.
Proof. Let T>0 be so large that (4.18) holds. Moreover we take the
number Q introduced in Proposition 4.3 so large that
&zi &2Q, i=1, ..., n
where zi are the critical points of V. In the following we shall set F=FQ .
We set
A1=[x # crit(F ) | &Px&2>Q]
We may assume that the critical points in A1 are nondegenerate. In fact,
if not, we can perturb F as in [11]. Now we set
A2=[x # crit(F ) & Fix(S1) | &x&2Q]
Since 9Q(x)=0 for x # A2 , we have f (x)=F(x) for all x # A2 , then A2 con-
sists only of the critical points of V regarded as constants functions i.e.
A2=[zi | i=1, ..., n]
Now we set
A3=crit(F )&(A1 _ A2)
The penalizing term in F is zero when &Px&2Q, then
A3 /crit( f )& fix(S 1). By Assumption (2.7) A3 consists only of non-
degenerate critical manifolds.
Since F satisfies the (P.S.) condition and it is bounded from below, we
can write the Morse relations (3.4) for F with b= and a=inf F. Then,
since P*(F, Fa)=P*(HT), we have
:
x # A1
i*(x)+ :
x # A2
i*(x)+ :
K/A3
i*(K)=P*(HT)+(1+*) Q(*) (4.22)
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Since A3 consists only of nondegenerate critical manifolds, by Proposi-
tion 3.7, we have
:
K/A3
i*(K)=(1+*) Z(*)
where
Z(*)= :
K/A3
*m(K)
We want to evaluate Z(1) which gives a lower bound to the number of the
nonconstant critical points of f in HT . By (3.16) m(zi , T )=0 when
{(zi)=0, then we have
:
x # A2
i*(x)= :
n
i=1
*m(zi, T )= :
n+
i=1
*m(zi, T )+(n&n+)
where zi , i=1, ..., n+ are the critical points of V with non-zero twist num-
ber and n&n+ is the contribution to the index due to the critical points
of V with zero twist number. Moreover P*(HT)=1. Then (4.22) becomes
:
x # A1
i*(x)+ :
n+
i=1
*m(zi, T)+(n&n+)+(1+*) Z(*)=1+(1+*) Q(*) (4.23)
Now we introduce the following notation for Z(*)
Z(*)= :

l=0
zl*l, and for p # N we set Zp= :
p
l=0
zl*l
Analogous notation can be introduced for Q(*). Now, by Proposition 4.3,
A1 contains only critical points having Morse index N, moreover (see
(4.18)) m(zi , T )N+1 (i=1, ..., n+). Then, equating in (4.23) the terms of
degree N+1, we get
:
n+
i=1
*m(zi, T )+bN*N+1=(1+*) B(*),
where B(*)=QN+1(*)&ZN+1(*), and bN=zN&qN (4.24)
Clearly
n(T )Z(1)B&
where B& is the absolute value of the sum of the negative coefficients of
B(*).
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So we are interested in evaluating this number B&. Let x1 , ..., xk1 , and
y1 , ..., yk2 (k1+k2=n+) be the {-positive and {-negative critical points
of V having nonzero twist numbers and assume, for example, that
k=k1k2 . We set mi=m(xi , T ) and assume that x1 , ..., xk are ordered so
that m1 } } } mk . Moreover, we introduce h=k&k2 ‘‘virtual’’ {-negative
critical points having twist numbers and Morse indices 0. We set fi
(i=1, ..., k) the Morse indices of the {-negative critical points (virtual or
not) y1 , ..., yk ordered so that f1 } } } fk . Then (4.24) can be written as
follows
:
k
i=1
*mi+ :
k
i=1
* fi+bN*N+1&h=(1+*) B(*) (4.25)
Setting *=&1 in (4.25), we get
bN=h if N is even and bN=&h if N is odd
Then by (4.25) we deduce that
B(*)=I(*)+H(*)
where
I(*)= :
k
i=1
*mi+* fi
1+*
,
H(*)=
h(*N+1&1)
1+*
if N is even and
H(*)=&
h(*N+1+1)
1+*
if N is odd
It is easy to see that
B(*)= :
h
i=1
*mi+*N+1
1+*
+ :
k
i=h+1
*mi+* fi
1+*
if N is even and
B(*)= :
h
i=1
*mi&*N+1
1+*
+ :
k
i=h+1
*mi+* fi
1+*
if N is odd
Then, by analogous arguments to those used in deducing (4.16), we have
that
B& :
h
i=1
1
2 ( |mi&(N+1)|&1)+ :
k
i=h+1
1
2 ( |mi& fi |&1) (4.26)
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On the other hand y1 , ..., yh are virtual critical points and we have
assumed that
for i=1, ..., h fi=0 and {( yi)=0 (4.27)
Moreover, by (3.17), we have
miT{(xi)&N for i=1, ..., h (4.28)
and
|mi& fi |T |{(xi)&{( yi)|&2N for i=h+1, ..., k (4.29)
Then, by (4.16), (4.27), (4.28), (4.29), we easily deduce that
B& 12 :
k
i=1
T |{(xi)&{( yi)|&Nk&k= 123T&k(N+1) (4.30)
The conclusion clearly follows from (4.30). K
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